
Bring Your Own Facts

	
 Forced into attendance at yet another bad teacher retraining, when a woman at our table 
proposed that, despite the enthusiastic predictions for our current interventions’ ability to alter a 
school performance; despite the aggressive assurances that these latest reforms would produce 
miraculous results: well in truth, she suggested?  These reality detached innovations wouldn’t 
even begin to address the many debilitating social issues rampant at her school – a literacy peer 
spoke up in agreement.  
	
 “It reminds me of that story,” she commented, “where that little boy tries to prevent a 
flood by sticking his little finger into the hole that he finds in the wall of an enormous, crumbling 
dike.”
	
 My, but her assertion took me back. 

Two years earlier, as I had presented lessons to my barely pubescent but socially 
precocious ninth graders, together our class had studied a poem where paltry governmental 
efforts at enforcing social equity in Civil Rights’ years had been compared to the feeble effect of 
putting one’s finger into the proverbial dike.  I remember thinking, at the time, that the poem had 
been both well-written and thought provoking.  

I simply hadn’t realized how thought provoking. 
 	
 Discharging an assigned lunch duty later in the day, I overheard a few of my students 
talking about the dirty poem they had all read in class.  You know, that poem with all the sexy 
stuff.  That poem about fingering dykes. 
	
 Oh, undoubtedly?
	
 It was an interesting time to be teaching.  

A time when, due to the complex mix of perspectives brought to public education by our 
nation’s broadly expanding cultural and social diversity, the overlooked and never-actually-
addressed schematic details written into an aging, dominant-culture-heavy curriculum more and 
more often led to a cavernous disconnect between the students and the lessons presented.  A time 
when?  Due to an ever-more-inclusive, push-the-envelope media, I had totally missed the fact 
that the only dikes my students had ever heard of, or read about, were the assertively female 
kind; the kind of dyke who might, actually, retain water.  

If for very different reasons.
	
 Strategically replicating this modern-day phenomenon of disconnect – a phenomenon 
likely to arise when classes might be filled with non-dominant-culture-indoctrinated, and 
therefore naively vulnerable, students – well, it turned out that building the public perception that 
this never-ending run of Big-Money-funded school reformations was not only desperately 
needed, but absolutely and instantaneously imperative?
	
 Depended heavily upon bringing necessarily additional facts to the table.  

With a slight difference.  
As you built your case; as you called out for yet more big-money-funded school 

transformations – the particular facts which you might carefully locate and then judiciously 
present to a largely schematically-removed audience; the specifically selected research which 
you might expressly identify as being imperative support for the particular aspect of a student or 
teacher behavior which you had now selected to reform?  

Depended, wholly and entirely, upon what money was also there.  
Already on the table. 
And, very significantly?  



Immediately available.


